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Suboptimal Selective Service: An Analysis of the Obstacles to
Selective Service Reform in American Political Institutions
Abstract
Expanding mandatory selective service registration in the United States to include women
would seem to be good public policy that increases national security and reduces gender
bias. Despite the recent recommendation of a congressionally-mandated commission,
recent efforts to implement this important reform have repeatedly stalled. Why? In this
article, we explain the failure of selective service reform through the lens of American
political institutions. Neither the composition of the Supreme Court, nor the institutional
incentives facing legislators, are conducive to movement on this issue. Building on the
legislative entrepreneurship literature, we argue that recent trends in congressional
representation and the adoption of new issue framings are the most likely factors that will
increase the probability of selective service reform. The absence of selective service reform
in the United States reveals important facts about agenda-setting in defense policy and
how political institutions shape the relationship between the public and the military.
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Introduction
The United States’ current male-only selective service system has been the
subject of debate since its re-establishment at the end of the Carter
administration. Initially upheld as constitutional in the 1981 Rostker v.
Goldberg United States Supreme Court decision, it has come under
increasing scrutiny in the past few years as inappropriate for a modern
world characterized by renewed great power competition and more fluid
gender roles.1 From a national security perspective, male-only registration
leaves the country unprepared for contingencies that demand quick
military mobilization by limiting its ability to half of its population.2 In
addition, requiring every citizen to register for the draft, regardless of
gender, would eliminate one of the few remaining formal inequities in
American law at essentially no cost to the average voter.3
Regardless of its framing, including women in mandatory selective service
registration seems to have benefits for the country. This view has gained
increasing popularity since the repeal of the United States’ combat
exclusion policy, which opened all military occupations and units to
women in 2016. Since then, multiple efforts to upend this long-standing
policy have emerged in both Congress and the courts.
In the summer of 2020, freshman representative Chrissy Houlahan (DPA) led a failed charge in the House of Representatives, along with fellow
freshman Mike Waltz (R-FL) and sophomore Don Bacon (R-NE), to add
an amendment to the National Defense Authorization Act that would
require women to register for selective service.4 After these efforts failed,
the House Armed Service chairperson for the Military Personnel and
Strategic Forces subcommittee, Rep. Jackie Speier (D-CA), promised
further deliberations on the topic.5 On May 19, 2021, there was a full
Committee Meeting to consider all the recommendations of the recent
National Commission for Military National and Public Service—including
women’s role in selective service.6 Only a few weeks earlier, Representative
Jimmy Panetta (D-CA) introduced H.R.3000, which renewed his past
efforts to include women in mandatory registration.7
Another avenue for reform is available through ongoing litigation that is
likely to go before the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court justices met to
discuss whether they would hear the case National Coalition for Men v.
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Selective Service System at a May 27, 2021 conference.8 It is likely that
there will be a decision on the certiorari petition by the time this article is
in print. The plaintiffs appealed the Fifth Circuit’s reversal—which cited
respect for the precedent set in Rostker—of a lower Court’s ruling in favor
of women’s inclusion. However, the Biden Administration asked the Court
to deny certiorari to allow the debate to play out in Congress.9
Despite this greater attention among policymakers to the issue of women’s
inclusion in selective service registration, there seems to be little appetite
for reforming this important and symbolic policy. These recent attempts
have mostly struggled to gain momentum, both from the public and in
mainstream policy debates. Why have these efforts to reform selective
service failed, and under what circumstances might they succeed?
The process for reforming selective service differs greatly depending on
whether the impetus comes through legislative or judicial action. As a
result, it is worth considering what conditions impede or encourage
reform in either arena, as well as whether there might be additional
unintended effects depending on where reform occurs. Given the vast gap
in public confidence in each of these institutions, which one is responsible
for reform might have important consequences.10 Is selective service
reform more likely through one of these avenues, and does it matter?
The following article draws on literature about judicial and legislative
behavior to answer these questions. It specifically focuses on the processes
of reform to include women in draft registration. As a result, it does not
discuss the executive branch, to which the Selective Service System
belongs. Although the executive branch of government could significantly
shape the implementation of reform and its outcomes, the executive
branch could not unilaterally enact this particular reform because current
legislation does not authorize the Selective Service System to register
women.
The remainder of the article lays out the factors that are likely to continue
to obstruct significant reform to the inclusiveness of selective service in the
judicial and legislative branches. It then explains why current trends in
congressional representation—if they continue—might be conducive to
reform. In doing so, it provides a valuable contribution to the fields of
defense and foreign policy analysis, by demonstrating the ways domestic
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constituencies and institutions can lead to suboptimal national security
policies. It concludes by suggesting ways to overcome these obstacles while
maintaining healthy civil-military relations.

Overturning Precedent?
At first glance, the Supreme Court may seem like the easier avenue for
reform. With only five of nine unelected justices to convince, the court is
insulated from veto players, like interest groups, public opinion, and party
politics, that can slow down or block reform.11 In addition, as many—
including the plaintiffs in National Coalition for Men—have argued, the
reasoning in Rostker leaves plenty of room for challenge. Chief Justice
William Rehnquist’s decision leaned heavily on policies prohibiting
women from serving in combat roles, but all such exclusions for women
ended in January 2016.
However, betting on the Supreme Court to expand selective service ignores
the current legal and social context. One major obstacle to reforming
selective service through the courts is the power of precedent. Despite the
substantially different circumstances between now and forty years ago, the
Supreme Court may be reluctant to reverse itself—particularly on an issue
relevant to military readiness. The court has a long tradition of being
particularly deferential to Congress and the Executive branch on military
issues.12
There is some evidence that the court is becoming less deferential on
national security issues.13 Coupled with the end of the combat exclusion,
this trend could encourage the overturning of the Rostker precedent—
despite the unique focus on detainees in the Court’s least deferential
decisions.
Both the ideology of the Court and public opinion are working against such
a possibility, though. The Supreme Court’s new 6-3 conservative majority
might be a particularly unlikely candidate to overturn Rostker. While the
court has increasingly overturned precedents in recent years, most of the
movement is in a more conservative direction.14 The effect of including
women in selective service would enhance national security, but this is
only apparent if the draft reactivates during a major war. It has a more
immediate and obvious impact on gender equity and reframing norms
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about women’s roles in society, which conservative justices may be less
likely to support.15 Even without implementing a draft, the mere
recognition of the federal government’s power to take women away from
their families and place them in a hyper-masculine institution like the
military could raise alarms for a diverse coalition of voters: Social
conservatives, religious organizations, and anti-war feminists. A
conservative court might be reluctant to issue a ruling with such large
implications for traditional social norms and family structure, especially
without clearer evidence of public buy-in.
Upending these norms remains a controversial position for many
Americans. A societal reluctance to draft women was a significant factor in
reducing support for the Equal Rights Amendment, nearly 40 years ago.
While much has changed, Americans continue to show skepticism that
women and men should have the same relationship to military service. The
National Commission on Military, National, and Public Service—though it
ultimately recommended that selective service include women—reported
that many Americans believe draft registration infringes on women’s roles
as caretakers.16 Increasing concerns about sexual assault in the military
could alienate even those who would support women’s voluntary
participation in the military from reform that has the potential to put more
women in harm’s way.17
The Supreme Court is not completely immune from such political
considerations as public opinion. Though there is still much scholarly
debate about how Supreme Court decisions correlate with the public’s
opinion on the issue at hand, evidence generally supports that public
opinion does indeed affect the court’s decision-making.18 Even if justices
can insulate their legal opinions from their own personal, political
ideologies, they still care about how their collective decisions affect public
perceptions of the Court’s legitimacy.19 Though public support for the
Court remains high compared to other government institutions, individual
support does depend on how specific decisions correspond to individual
preferences and ideology.20
To the extent that first, justices care about the Court’s institutional
legitimacy, and second, unpopular decisions threaten that legitimacy,
reversing Rostker—though not out of the question—now seems unlikely.
Public opinion polls also show that only around half of Americans believe
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women should have to register for selective service, while many polls
report 40 percent or more of Americans would oppose such a
requirement.21 These polls show that women oppose a requirement that
they register more than men oppose such a change. Congress’s slow
movement on selective service reform may make the court cautious of
moving too far out of step with public opinion.22

Electoral (Dis)Incentives
Even without a Supreme Court decision, new legislation could revise or
supersede the Military Selective Service Act, the law that establishes the
procedures and boundaries for draft registration and implementation. Yet
those wishing to reform selective service through legislation have also
found Congress can be a relatively hostile environment—as Houlahan’s
proposal showed.
Members of congress are innately motivated by an interest in reelection
and professional advancement at least as much as by a desire to make
good public policy. While more inclusive selective service might be good
policy from a national security and gender equity perspective, many
constituents might have difficulty viewing it that way. As with free trade—a
notoriously difficult concept to sell to the public—these benefits are diffuse
and difficult to observe. American citizens would see little concrete benefit,
except in the unlikely and unfortunate event of a major great power
conflict. In the long-term, the expansion of selective service registration
could reduce stigma about women’s ability to contribute to national
security and enhance gender equity throughout society—but then, much
else would also shape this outcome.
Meanwhile, its costs are concentrated and extreme, making it easier for
opponents to organize against it. In addition to the cost individual women
would pay if drafted, this reform also threatens organized interests
devoted to protecting traditional gender roles—as described above—and
imposes a new, albeit small, burden on all women, even in peacetime.
Consequently, if reactivating the draft remains extremely unlikely, the
average constituent is more likely to appreciate the costs of expanded
selective service, rather than its benefits.
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However, members of Congress occasionally deviate from constituency
preference and choose to drive policy issues on their own, especially if they
have strong disagreements with the current administration.23 These
legislators often take on the role of “entrepreneur,” promoting a particular
cause or ideal that they care about.24 For example, Senator Gillibrand (DNY) acts as an entrepreneur in advocating for women’s rights, particularly
for servicemembers. Through her positions on the Senate Armed Services
Committee and the U.S. Military Academy Board of Visitors, Gillibrand
was a key contributor to the repeal of the Ground Combat Exclusion Policy
in 2013 and has long demanded that military leaders address sexual
assault and harassment issues.
Despite some legislators, like Gillibrand, vocalizing support for genderinclusive selective service, there is little evidence that anyone is seeking to
engage in entrepreneurship on this issue. This is consistent with David
Mayhew’s models for congressional behavior, which explain why it is
easier for legislators to pursue reelection through position-taking than
credit-claiming.25 Unlike position-taking, which entails making statements
or utilizing roll call votes to express opinions on issues, credit-claiming
requires members of Congress to make costlier efforts to achieve reform
that brings clear benefits to their constituents.26 Even some positiontaking actions are costlier than others: The effort to sponsor a bill, as
Houlahan and Panetta have, takes time and energy away from other
activities that are easier to advertise to a constituency. Given the less direct
benefits of selective service reform, it is perhaps unsurprising that
legislators focus their efforts on other issues. The fact that the public
generally seems to not recognize or disagree that draft registration
expansion would bring concrete benefits, such a reform would likely be
unpopular amongst many constituents and necessitate a difficult statutory
change, limiting the potential for credit claiming.
If there is any legislative movement on selective service reform, it is mostly
likely to come in a new congress after an election with heavy turnover.
Electorally-vulnerable legislators, at least in the House, where members
have fewer resources overall, are most likely to introduce bills that they
think will get them re-elected.27 Additionally, as Greg Wawro shows,
entrepreneurship is often motivated by a desire to rise within the party
hierarchy, an important goal for junior legislators.28 Experienced
legislators like Gillibrand, with well-established brands and long records,
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can eschew credit-claiming efforts on a hard issue like selective service and
simply rely on extensive networks and media access to publicize positions.
Meanwhile, first-term legislators have few opportunities to engage in
highly visible position-taking. This desire to carve out an area of policy
specialization and make a name within the party might explain why
Houlahan took the costlier concrete steps toward initiating reform.29
While this can be an effective publicity and re-election strategy for
representatives looking to make a name for themselves on Capitol Hill, it
is unlikely that inexperienced legislators will succeed in effectuating
drastic reform such as altering selective service policy. A reform of this
magnitude would likely require devoted support from multiple seasoned
legislators—most of whom do not have adequate incentive to do so.

The Promise of Emerging Entrepreneurs
At the same time, there appears to be a current window of opportunity for
this issue to gain traction.30 Expanding selective service addresses the
national focus on the problem of renewed great power competition, and
experts seem to have converged on support for the policy of women’s
inclusion.31 Enlarging the military recruitment base through genderinclusive selective service could remedy some of the potential shortfalls of
mass mobilization in the event of a major crisis or long-term conflict.32
The national political mood has also recognized that women’s contribution
to the military can be equal to that of men, as evidenced by the end of the
combat exclusion.
In many respects, the current situation resembles the policy window that
enabled women’s admission to service academies in 1976: A rising tide of
feminism—embodied by the passing of the Equal Rights Amendment in
1972—along with the fear of strains on military personnel following the
end of the draft, created policy space in which women’s access to service
academies became more thinkable. Then, as now, advocates of women’s
equality pursued their goals through Congress and the courts, as Judith
Stiehm relays in Bring Me Men & Women.33 The courts seemed to defer to
Congress, though they also tried to keep in step with the public mood.
Ultimately, however, the court fights played out simultaneously as the
issue worked its way through the legislative process, with Congress settling
the matter before it reached the Supreme Court. Though several legislators
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engaged in low cost-efforts to stake a claim with respect to gender equity
by nominating women to the service academies, costlier efforts to change
policy began with a junior member: Stiehm reports that Pierre du Pont (RDE) was responsible for sponsoring the first bill to prohibit excluding
women at the beginning of his second term, while congressional records
show that Rep. John Joseph Moakley sponsored a similar bill around the
same time in his first term.34
Of course, securing the admission of women to service academies
constitutes a much clearer credit-claiming opportunity than requiring
women to register for selective service. Women largely viewed gaining
admission to the service academies as advancing women’s rights. If major
constituencies continue to view selective service reform as a matter of
burden-sharing, rather than in terms of its benefits, it may be difficult to
build broad enough coalitions to enact reform—especially in an era of
heightened political polarization.
Potential changes to the composition of Congress may change this, though.
In addition to the institutional incentives for entrepreneurship, the
backgrounds and experiences of legislators can explain the specific policies
they decide to champion. Ralph Carter and James Scott, in their book on
foreign policy entrepreneurship, showed that entrepreneurs often select
policy reforms to pursue based on personal preferences.35 They also found
that military experience during World War II informed some
entrepreneurship practices in Congress, a finding consistent with
additional recent research that argues that legislators with military
experience vote differently from their non-veteran colleagues.36
Legislators with military experience might be particularly likely to support
expanding selective service registration to women. Military experience can
cause legislators to take a special interest in national security issues and
might make them particularly sensitive to the gendered and national
security implications of selective service reform, which would affect
recruitment and training in wartime.37 In fact, all three sponsors of the
116th Congress’s proposal are military veterans.
It is important not to overemphasize the differences between veteran and
non-veteran legislators, though. Not all legislators with military experience
favor extending selective service registration to women. Former Rep.
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Duncan Hunter (R-CA), for example, was a vocal opponent. However,
potential entrepreneurs for this issue might be particularly likely to arise
among legislators with military backgrounds because of their greater
interest and experience serving with (other) female servicemembers.
Given the military’s struggles with sexism and opposition to women’s draft
registration from groups with a more traditional view of women’s roles in
society, it is not immediately clear that increased attention to this issue
will result in more support for reform. And, with more than two-thirds of
the current cohort of congressional veterans coming from the Republican
party, this group may be more sympathetic to conservative critiques of
requiring women to register as dangerous to traditional values than the
liberal view that exclusion creates inequality.
Although the aggregate number of military veterans in Congress continues
to decline, that trend may soon reverse. The 116th Congress included the
largest class of freshman legislators with military experience in a decade,
at 19; 48 of the total 96 veterans in Congress served in the military after
2000.38 In the 117th Congress, 21 of 79 legislators under age 45 have
military experience.39 Even if the proportion of military veterans in
Congress does not approach its Cold War peak, an increase in the number
of young legislators—who will also have more experience working with, or
will more likely be female servicemembers—could create a promising base
from which future selective service reform entrepreneurs will emerge.
The effect could compound as more female military veterans are elected to
Congress. Gender remains an important factor conditioning public
opinion on national security issues, and female legislators may feel more
pressure to pursue defense-heavy agendas to demonstrate their national
security credentials.40 Although the 117th Congress features one less female
veteran than the 116th Congress’ record 7, twice as many ran for office.41
As more younger military veterans are elected to Congress, there may be
an increase in congressional attention toward the issue of selective service
reform. This group will have not only the institutional incentive to try to
carve out new areas of policy expertise and activism, but also the personal
experience and interest to focus on issues relevant to military readiness.
Beyond the initial decision to engage in entrepreneurship, an increase in
military representation in Congress could also create networks of likeminded legislators to form the basis of a reform-oriented coalition.
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Moreover, the voting public may also be more receptive to controversial
military reform policies when they come from legislators with military
experience, since this background makes them appear more credible.42
It is important to note that this analysis is not a normative argument in
favor of legislators with military experience taking the lead on selective
service reform or other issues related to military readiness. On the
contrary, relying on individuals with military experience to lead military
policy risks undermining norms of civilian control.43 It also seems clear
that, while veterans might be more likely to put selective service reform on
the agenda, they may do so for diverse reasons; demographic trends that
bring more young people and women into Congress might be just as vital
for creating a cohort of legislators who recognize the importance of
women’s inclusion in selective service. Given the current state of American
civil-military relations and national security public opinion, though,
legislators with military experience might be the most likely source of
successful selective service reform.

The Future of Gender and Selective Service
Despite strong evidence that expanding selective service registration
would benefit American national security, it remains a controversial
policy. In an environment characterized by unprecedented polarization,
would selective service reform that requires women to register gain more
legitimacy if enacted through congress or the courts? A Supreme Court
decision could go a long way to entrenching acceptance of women’s
inclusion in selective service. Despite controversy surrounding recent
judicial nominations and pervasive partisanship in the 21st century, 40
percent of Americans in 2020 expressed substantial confidence in the
Supreme Court versus 13 percent for Congress.44
However, as Stiehm notes, the Court’s disconnection from electoral
politics is a double-edged sword; on issues and in times of highly charged
partisanship, the greater risk could be the perception that the Court is
moving before the public is ready.45 Conversely, bipartisan support in
Congress could send a strong signal to the public that increases support for
reform. Indeed, when the Senate voted on a bill to require women to
register for selective service in early 2016, it passed easily, 85-13, with
support on both sides of the aisle.46 Members of the House of
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Representatives, though, clearly feared that such a reform would be too
unpopular.
The most likely avenue for reform, as this article has argued, may be
through changes in the composition of the American legislature. As
legislators, military veterans, and especially women with military
experience, are best situated to invest in entrepreneurship on this issue.
Even then, though, increasing buy-in will require a substantial shift in how
the public perceives the costs and benefits of registering women for the
draft. Would-be entrepreneurs must reframe the issue from one that
emphasizes burden-sharing to one that focuses on undermining gender
bias and promoting national security. Unfortunately, without such a
narrative change, there are incentives for both the courts and Congress to
try to pass the buck, waiting for the other to make the decision to avoid
scrutiny.
If policymakers frame women’s inclusion in selective-service as a matter of
burden-sharing, it will likely continue to be an unpopular issue. A military
readiness framing might garner more support, but the emphasis here is
still on how draft registration would share the costs of war among a larger
portion of the population. As Fordham’s work on support for the draft
shows, absent a military crisis that requires the activation of the draft,
there may be little support for reforms whose most readily observable
outcome would cause a greater burden.47
This may be where the executive branch can play the biggest role in
facilitating selective service reform. The President and other members of
the Executive branch could encourage reform and incentivize
Congressional interest by reframing the issue as one that has clearer
benefits to constituents—the elevation of women’s contribution to national
security to the same level as men’s. The Biden Administration has already
demonstrated significant interest in gender-related military policy,
including reversing former-President Trump’s transgender ban.48 If the
executive branch were to raise the issue of selective service reform as part
of a broader agenda to eliminate unequal policies that downplay women’s
contributions, legislators may see more benefits to pushing it higher on
their agendas. Reframing the issue in these terms could go a long way to
shaping public opinion in a way that could reduce the obstacles to reform.
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